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ANGELA MUNOZ FERN AN DEZ, Subjetividad femenina y la resigni- 
ficación en el campo del parentesc0 espiritual (Female Su bjectivity 
and Resignifying Within Spiritual Kinship, p.39-60). This article takes 
as its basis the mutual interrelationships of the systems of gender 
and kinship and establishes that, in the past, there were women who 
adopted spaces of autonomy and personal freedom through the 
manipulations - often articulated through resignifying processes - 
within spiritual kinship. Muñoz FernAndez bases her claim on two 
contexts. The first is the monastic context in which she analyses the 
thought and practice of Clara of Asisi through her writing and contrasts 
this with the other regulations written for the Clarisa nuns by men of 
the Church during the thirteenth century. Secondly, she analyses the 
social practices of the <<beatas castellanas., women who lived accor- 
ding to semireligious statutes during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. 
ESTHER HACHUEL FERNANDEZ, Ma.ENCARNA SANAHUJA YLL, 
La diferencia sexual y su expresidn simbdlica en algunos grupos 
arqueoldgicos del paleolitico superior (Sexual Difference and Its 
Symbolic Expression in Some Archeological Groups of the Upper 
Paleolithic, p.61-76). This article studies the representation of the 
feminine in certain archeological groups of the Upper Paleolithic. The 
production of this type of Gynecomorphic figurines, which today are 
commonly known under the term ~Paleolithic Venuses,,, covers a 
wide period (30,000 - 9,000) and pertains to an area stretching from 
the western coast of Europe (France) as far as the Siberian plains. 
A mathematical analysis of the characteristics of these figurines has 
SUMMA RIES 
uncovered an aspect which has been overlooked to date: although it 
is true that characteristic and peculiar conventions have been identified 
and have enabled researchers to separate them into different geo- 
graphical groupings, the production of these Venuses has developed 
along common canons which have undergone similar changes 
throughout time. This fact enables us to establish the existence of a 
feminine symbolic in light of which a different vision of social 
organisation in the Paleolithic Period emerges. 
BA R BAR A DU D EN, El concepto de cf Vida u: un idolo modern0 y una 
amena.za para las mujeres embarazadas. (The Concept of <<Life>): a 
Modern ldol and a Threat for Pregnant Women, p.79-96). This article 
analyses the implications of a ruling of the Constitutional Courts in 
the Federal Republic of Germany in March, 1993, on the legalization 
of abortion. Duden believes that this ruling bears witness to a new 
and perverse relationship between law and science, which raises the 
zygote to a jurisprudent fact (<<a new life>>) by transforming a metaphor 
of scientific popularisation. This policy destroys the historical 
experience of pregnancy and transforms it, by disembodying it, into a 
diagnostic which cannot be perceived through the senses. This 
biocratic definition constitutes an assault against women's perception 
of self. Moreover, it transforms the pregnant woman into a symbol of 
a new form of understanding reality through an interpretation of 
diagnostics and, finally, it silences the experience of being a woman. 
ELENA LAU RENZI, Nacer por si  misma. Nacimiento y Renacimiento 
en la Filosofia de Maria Zambrano. (To Be Born for Self. Birth and 
Rebirth in the Philosophy of Maria Zambrano, p.97-111). Laurenzi 
reads the work of Maria Zambrano in light of a double ((anxiety~ 
which obliges us to think of birth: the anxiety of male repression of 
birth which, in turn, denies the <<Logos of the emotions>> and asserts 
the power of the masculine mind over life. The anxiety, too, which 
women sense of our own births, which is never innocent and which 
projects us into 4he dream of our parents)). The need to <<be born for 
self)) becomes clearer in light of Zambrano's reading of the tragic 
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figures, Oedipus and Antigone. 
ELIZABETH UR1 BE PINI LLOS: Nacida en el Sur. De oscuridades y 
sombras a luminosidades y claroscuros. (Born in the South. From 
Darkness and Shadows to Light and Chiaroscuros, p.113-133). In a 
language of <<jouissance>> the author conjures up different times in 
her biography through sensations, perceptions and shades which, 
from the shadows, from the darkness, to light and the chiaroscuros, 
enable her through feminine mediations, to name and relate her 
birth. Her birth, difficult to represent within a genealogy, due to her 
origin, difficult through having been born into a body sexed as female 
with a skin toned in mixed ethnic textures. Thus she was hindered 
from forming part of a maternal symbolic structure through having 
been reduced by her mother and her family to a raw deed. A continued 
rebirthing signed by seasons and rites of passage which would 
confuse her by facets of spectral, ghostly non-being, to dazzling 
identities in which her body and her word wander split until reaching 
others of joyful suffering which name, speak, and permit a being 
rooted in maternal origin to signify and thus to recognise her origin 
and recognise the origin of the other, to take on the chiaroscuros and 
the luminosity in an acceptance of original difference, the diversities 
and the hues, and a permanent disposition of modification of self as a 
central political act, rooted in a politics of the symbolic and the 
motivating capacity of desire. 
DIANA SARTORI, Nacimiento y nacer en la acción. A partir de 
Hannah Arendt. (Birth and Birthing in Action, According to Hannah 
Arendt, p.135-155). ln this article, the author continues her voyage in 
the thought of Arendt, a voyage begun some years ago and which 
was related to research work on Diotima and the debate on the 
women's movement. Her founding thesis is that the entry into the 
public and political sphere, the political acts, is not a kind of <csecond 
birth,, as is often claimed, bringing the political subject to the world as 
a negation or distancing of the first birth. Far from it, it is only by 
maintaining the link with the principle of birth which makes political 
acting remain open, and become a space to exercise the freedom 
which is rooted in birth. Thus, the recognition of our condition of 
having been born is the condition which gives birth to politics. 
